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INTRO

How can you scale
your nonprofit?
I ask this question every day in my work
with more than 200 community-based 
groups, tackling everything from addiction 
to homelessness to the root causes of 
poverty. Most of them are scaling faster than 
they ever dreamed. In fact, one has grown 
from 7 locations to 73 in just four years.

This rapid growth is no accident. These 
nonprofits are taking the opposite of the 
typical approach. It helps them transform 
their results – reaching far more people
and making a far bigger impact.

This di�erent approach can be summed up 
in three words: Principles, not programs.

In my experience, the nonprofits that scale 
fastest look beyond their existing services
to the insights that help them e�ectively 
serve people to begin with. By contrast,
the nonprofits that struggle to scale get
so focused on what they do, they lose
sight of how they do it – and who they
can do it for next.
 
It's easy to fall into the trap of putting 
programs first. After all, pretty much every 
nonprofit has a flagship e�ort they want to 
expand. But as tempting as that is, it simply 
can’t achieve the transformative scale and 
systemic change that all of us who run and 
work at nonprofits want.
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Is this doable? For sure: The for-profit world 
does it all the time. Disney started as great 
cartoon company. 

Then it realized that its secret
sauce is imagination. 

The result? Adventure parks, live action 
films, and massive growth, driven by 
principle-based innovation.

Nonprofits can do the same. Innovate, and 
you’ll expand, Dig deeper, and you’ll rise 
higher. Now let’s meet some nonprofit 
leaders – people like you – who are using 
this approach to transform their results. 
They’re at di�erent stages, but they all
prove that focusing on principles is the
fast track to scaling.

Instead, you should
take a step back and
try a di�erent playbook:

First, find your principle. 

Look beyond your overarching program
to the underlying principle – the real need
you meet for people. Maybe you restore 
their self-belief. Maybe you rebuild broken 
relationships. You do something best, and 
it’s not simply running a program. 

Second, find your opportunities.

Look for new ways to apply your principle
to empower people. Ask your frontline team 
for ideas. Talk to those you serve about
how to improve. Stop writing plans and
start experimenting. Entrepreneurship
and innovation are key to multiplying
your e�ectiveness.
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THE
PHOENIX

Remember the nonprofit I mentioned
that went from 7 locations to 73 in just 
four years? It’s called The Phoenix, and
its founder, Scott Strode, is achieving
more than he ever imagined.

Scott admits he used to think like most 
nonprofit leaders. He had a good program 
that he wanted to expand. Specifically, he 
ran a gym that helped people overcome 
their substance use issues. Nearly 9 in 10 
people who come to The Phoenix get and 
stay sober, compared to only half of those
in traditional treatment methods.

As someone who overcame his own 
substance use issues with physical fitness, 
Scott wanted to help everyone in a similar 
situation. But no matter how hard he tried, 
Scott struggled to scale. No wonder: He
was focused on his program – the gym 
–instead of the principle that made the
gym so successful.

You see, what The Phoenix does best is not 
build gyms. It builds win-win relationships.

Let me explain. People struggling with 
substance use often feel like they have no 
one to support them. But at The Phoenix, 

they discover that’s not true. By working
out together instead of going it alone, 
participants can support each other
– and leave their substance use 
disorders behind forever.

This principle-driven realization transformed 
The Phoenix. Freed from his focus on
gyms, Scott expanded into tech-based 
programming that helped people build 
supportive, purpose-driven bonds. He 
launched training programs to help people 
organize their own fitness communities – 
walking, running, you name it.

The laser-like focus on building win-win 
relationships has enabled Scott to empower 
80,000 people and counting. He’s now on 
track to reach one million people struggling 
with substance use by 2025. In fact, he’s 
even saying, “I think we can change the
way the nation thinks about addiction.”

That’s the power of putting your principle 
ahead of your program: You can go from
one guy to one million people in just a
few short years.
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CAFÉ
MOMENTUM

Chad Houser has a similar story. He’s the 
founder of Café Momentum, a nonprofit
that helps young adults coming out of
the juvenile justice system.

Here’s the punchline: Chad is on track to 10X 
the size of his nonprofit and he’s partnering 
with the NFL and the NFL Player’s Coalition. 
Best of all, he has a chance of changing 
how America looks at juvenile justice.

How did this happen? Just a few years ago, 
Café Momentum was a single restaurant in 
Dallas, Texas. Chad opened it to give young 
adults coming out of juvenile detention a 
place to land and build life skills. Over the 
course of 12 months, they cook meals, serve 
customers, run the back-o�ice, and more.

They do such a good job, Café Momentum 
has consistently been ranked as one of the 
best restaurants in Dallas. People are 
shocked when they realize the entire place 
is run by young adults who were recently 
behind bars.

That’s impressive, but Chad wasn’t content 
to stand still. He wanted to make Café 
Momentum as common as Starbucks. 

Yet as expansive as that vision sounds,
it was too limiting for what Café Momentum 
really is. Turns out, it’s not just a restaurant.
It reminds these young adults that they
have incredible dignity and can rise to the 
occasion – and it reminds everyone else
of that fact, too.

Put simply, Café Momentum’s 
principle is belief in people. The 
moment Chad realized it, he put
that principle front and center. 

The result? A total change in the nonprofit. 
Instead of expanding the menu, he started 
making videos showing how Café 
Momentum was changing lives. Instead
of relying solely on brick-and-mortar stores,
he expanded into new models, like pop-up 
restaurants in di�erent cities, which showed 
more people what’s possible.

At the same time, Chad is still opening
a bunch more restaurants, including 
Pittsburgh and Nashville, with other major 
cities coming soon. But the vision for each 
restaurant is now much more expansive.
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Chad doesn’t just want to help hundreds
of young men and women at each location.
He wants to change how communities 
approach criminal justice – from excluding 
kids who went through the system to 
including and empowering them.

It’s working.

Chad’s emphasis on belief in people has 
been so transformative, it inspired those 
partnerships with the NFL and the Players 
Coalition. Now, thanks to an outpouring of 
support, at least 30 new restaurants are in 
the works, and 5 million people and 
counting have encountered Café
Momentum through its videos. 

By putting his principles before his program, 
Chad is making progress toward the biggest 
goal of all: Getting America to believe
in people in the juvenile justice system.
Now that is scale. 
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THREAD

The final example I’ll give is Thread. 
Itfounder, Sarah Hemminger, is in the
early stages of scaling her model.
Because she’s already putting principles 
ahead of programs, Thread is on a 
phenomenal course.

At first glance, Thread looks like a high 
school mentorship program. It works with 
Baltimore students starting freshman year, 
focusing on those in the bottom 25% of 
their class. They’re the kids least likely to 
graduate in 4 years.

Sarah knows that the problems facing these 
kids run much deeper than education. Their 
struggles stem from the disconnected 
communities they come from. Thread 
tackles that issue by connecting students 
with volunteers – a “Thread family.”

These “families” stay together for 10 years, 
not weeks or months, like a lot of community 
engagement initiatives. Long-term 
volunteers support students every step of 
the way, helping them reach their goals and 
remove barriers in daily life – from doing 
homework to renovating apartment to 
driving them to school. 

Such meaningful relationships are 
more powerful than any traditional 
mentorship program.  

Thread is awesome – but scaling is tough. 
How do you expand a program that
needs approximately 4-5 volunteers
for every student? 

The answer is to focus on the principle, and 
for Thread, that principle is this: Long-term 
relationships transform lives. 

Forging those relationships is what Thread 
does best, so the group started thinking 
about new ways and places to build
bonds across diverse groups of people.
Sure enough, there were, and are,
plenty of opportunities. 

Thread quickly began exploring partnerships 
with universities, businesses, retirement 
communities, and other institutions with 
significant reach in their communities. It also 
built an app, called Thrive, to make Thread 
relationships more impactful and e�ective. 
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As you read this, Thread is preparing to
scale beyond Baltimore for the first time.
It’ll try the model in new cities, which 
includes partnering with businesses, college 
campuses, and other nonprofits. Crucially, 
Sarah doesn’t just want to move into 
schools, which was Thread’s initial program.

She wants to reweave the social 
fabric of communities by building 
long-term relationships. 

Will Sarah succeed? One thing is certain: 
Thread is redefining how we support at-risk 
students and help them achieve their goals 
and personal success. By finding and 
applying its foundational principle, Thread is 
helping more people and doing more good. 
And it’s just getting started.
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PLAYBOOK

There are literally hundreds of similar stories 
I could share with you. But at this point, I bet 
you’re asking: 

How does this apply to the nonprofit 
where I work? How can I drive
similar scale? 

I don’t know the answer, but I want to help 
you find it. Even the most humble soup 
kitchen can transform its work and scale 
beyond its wildest dreams. It’s just a matter 
of focusing on your principle, not your 
program, and finding the opportunities that 
flow from it. 

What kind of nonprofit do you run? 
What’s the principle that really 
guides your day-to-day work? 

The place to start is with the people
you help. 

Don’t look at the products or services you 
o�er them. Look at the deeper need your 
program meets. 

Something you do empowers people.
That something is your core principle. 

If you’re not sure what it is, ask the
people you help. 

What opportunities come next? How 
can you apply that principle to scale?

There’s one way to find out: 
Experimentation. 

Start with the areas that touch your work, 
since you’re familiar with them. Ask your 
team for their thoughts. 

The more ideas you get, the more likely you 
are to find new opportunities – and more 
people to help. 

Not everything will work, but nothing will 
work if you don’t try it.
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When do the opportunities dry up? 
When does your principle peter out? 

Never. 

There is always more room for 
entrepreneurship and innovation when it 
comes to empowering people. 

The social problem you’re tackling 
oesn’t stay still. Staying ahead of it is
always necessary.  

The principle at the core of your work is 
timeless. But it can always be applied to 
address timely challenges – at scale. 

Whatever you’re doing now, I guarantee you 
can do it better. Whatever your plans to 
expand are, I guarantee you can go bigger. 
And the philanthropic community where I 
work wants to see you succeed.
 



Stand Together Ventures Lab - Are you 
a start-up founder? Stand Together 
Ventures Lab invests in early-stage 
businesses breaking barriers, from 
economic hurdles to criminal justice 
reentry to workforce development.

Looking for something else? Learn 
more about how we can work together 
and begin a path to partnership with 
Stand Together.
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Want to continue transforming your 
results? You’re now plugged in to a
steady stream of ideas and inspiration 
through this newsletter. We will continue 
sharing stories, ideas, & advice with you 
from changemakers tackling our
biggest challenges.

Want to explore a partnership with
Stand Together? Access our capabilities 
including funding, network, and playbooks
for proven success.

Stand Together Foundation - Are you a 
leader of a community-based nonprofit? 
Stand Together Foundation runs the 
Catalyst Program and offers grant 
opportunities and operational support to 
help you address poverty’s root causes.

https://stventureslab.com/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=ST-2022-0-engagement-ebook-br-dmgated
https://standtogetherfoundation.org/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=ST-2022-0-engagement-ebook-br-dmgated
https://standtogetherfoundation.org/the-program/inquire/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=ST-2022-0-engagement-ebook-br-dmgated
https://standtogether.org/partner-with-us/



